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The present study examined undergraduate students’ multiple source use in response to two different types of academic questions, one discrete and one open-ended. Participants (N = 240) responded to two questions using a library of eight digital sources, varying in source type (e.g., newspaper article) and reliability (e.g., authors’ credentials). Log-data captured students’ source use process. Differences were found in the total number and types of sources students accessed when responding to the two questions. Across the questions, cluster analysis identified five consistent patterns of source use; however, the percentage of student in each cluster differed across the two questions.

In a recent survey from the Pew Internet and American Life Project, 70% of Internet users agreed with the statement, “The amount of news and information available from different sources today is overwhelming” (Raine & Purcell, 2010). Considering the constant presence of the Internet in our everyday lives and the volume of websites and blogs constantly updated to provide us with the most in-demand instantaneous information, this sentiment is far from surprising. As never before, there is a need to understand how students navigate the online world as they identify and make sense of the mass of information available from a multitude of sources to answer questions and complete academic tasks (Brand-Gruwel & Stadtler, 2011; Coiro, 2003; Goldman, 2011).

This sense-making process, termed multiple source use (MSU), has been defined as encompassing the identification, use,
comprehension, and evaluation of diverse sources of information to satisfy task goals (Gil, Bråten, Vidal-Abarca, & Strømsø, 2010; Rouet, 2006). Indeed, MSU has been identified as a crucial competency for today’s learners (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010; Goldman & Scardamalia, 2013) and, as a result, has been integrated into curricula to an ever-increasing extent (Coiro & Kennedy, 2011; Metzger, Flanagin, & Zwarun, 2003). Yet, despite the frequency with which students are asked to engage in MSU to complete academic tasks (Purcell et al., 2012), MSU has been shown to pose a challenge for learners (e.g., Metzger et al., 2003; Wang & Artero, 2005). Students’ difficulties with MSU may stem from challenges in selecting from among the volume of available sources (Coiro & Dobler, 2007; Salmerón & Kammerer, 2012) or from the complexity associated with using and evaluating sources differing in type (e.g., newspaper, book) and reliability (Braasch et al., 2009; Bråten, Strømsø, & Britt, 2009).

MSU has been described as task-driven or pragmatic (e.g., Rouet & Britt, 2011). As such, students’ processing and use of texts has been shown to vary according to the task, goal, or purpose motivating source use (Anmarkrud, McCrudden, Bråten, & Strømsø, 2013; Brand-Gruwel & Stadtler, 2011). As a task-oriented process, students’ interactions with multiple texts are thought to be guided by a desire to satisfy particular task goals (McCrudden & Schraw, 2009) and by the knowledge that a performance measure or task will need to be completed as a consequence of source use (Vidal-Abarca, Mañá, & Gil, 2010). In particular, the task parameter of question type has been emphasized as a factor leading to differences in students’ performance on multiple source use tasks (e.g., Le Bigot & Rouet, 2007; Wiley & Voss, 1999). Variations in the types of questions motivating source use have been found to impact students’ performance on measures of multiple source use, such as essay writing (Le Bigot & Rouet, 2007; Wiley & Voss, 1999) and comprehension tests (Rouet, 2006; Rouet, Britt, Mason, & Perfetti, 1996).

More recently, research has turned to examining how variations in task impact not only students’ performance but also their process of source use (Anmarkrud et al., 2013; Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Cerdán, Vidal-Abarca, Martínez, Gilabert, & Gil, 2009; Rouet, Vidal-Abarca, Erboul, & Millogo, 2001). Common measures of source processing include the total and relative
frequency with which students access sources (e.g., Stahl, Hynd, Britton, McNish, & Bosquet, 1996), the time participants devote to text use (Cerdán et al., 2009; Payne & Reader, 2006), and order of source access, including which sources are opened first (Britt, Rouet, & Perfetti, 1996). Findings suggest that question type affects students’ source processing. For example, in responding to questions classified as low- versus high-level, participants varied in the amount of time they devoted to reading texts and composing responses (Cerdán et al., 2009). However, more research is needed to systematically examine the impact of varying question type on students’ processing of multiple texts (Rouet & Vidal-Abarca, 2002) and, more specifically, on source selections.

The present study examines how MSU unfolds when students respond to two different types of questions, one discrete (i.e. requiring a single answer located explicitly in text) and one open-ended (i.e. requiring a more elaborated response, integrating various sources of information). In particular, this study examines how students’ source access manifests across the two questions. Moreover, as much of the literature has examined indicators of source use independently, such as whether or not students select individual texts (e.g., Stahl et al., 1996), rather than identifying patterns and combinations of source use indicators, we were interested in gaining a more comprehensive insight into students’ source use. Therefore, the analyses from the present study used cluster analysis to identify patterns in students’ source use by jointly considering the total number of sources students accessed as well as the types and reliability of sources they selected.

**Theoretical Frame**

The Multiple Documents Task-Based Relevance Assessment and Content Extraction (MD-TRACE) Model, a comprehensive model of MSU, conceptualizes the process of using multiple texts to respond to a query as consisting of five core steps (Rouet, 2006; Rouet & Britt, 2011). In Step 1, students are thought to formulate a task model, or cognitive representation of task demands and a plan for how these demands may be satisfied. In Step 2, learners decide what information they need, beyond what they already know, to respond to a given task; this determination of an information need serves as the motivator for source use. Step 3 includes
students’ source use behaviors, namely their selection, processing, and integration of multiple texts (Rouet, 2006; Rouet & Britt, 2011). In Step 4, students formulate a textual product, and in the fifth and final step, they make the determination of whether task demands have been satisfied (Rouet & Britt, 2011).

Rouet (2006) referred to the MD-TRACE model as “relevance based” (p. 105), in that students’ interactions with sources, outlined in Step 3, are based on their perceptions of task demands. Specifically, the MD-TRACE model establishes task as instrumental in both students’ multiple source use (e.g., text selection, processing, and integration) and response formulation (Rouet, 2006; Rouet & Britt, 2011). Given that both source use behaviors (Step 3) and products (Steps 4 and 5) are conceptualized and evaluated by learners in reference to task demands, it is necessary to examine how variations in task features (e.g., question type) impact students’ interactions with multiple texts. Guided by the MD-TRACE model, the present study will examine how students’ source selections and process of source use differ when students respond to two questions, one discrete and one open ended.

**Question Type**

Research examining task effects on MSU, or students’ task-oriented source use (Anmarkrud et al., 2013), has classified the tasks or questions guiding students’ interactions with texts along a number of dimensions (see Andre [1979] and Graesser, Rus, and Cai [2008] for a review). Questions motivating students’ source use have been contrasted along three primary dimensions: (a) *location*, (b) *integration*, and (c) *response form*. Location refers to where in the text students may be expected to locate information and how many pieces of information are needed to produce a response. Integration refers to the level of abstraction that questions demand and the extent to which students’ responses are expected to include inferences beyond what is explicitly stated in texts. Finally, response form refers to the type of answer students are expected to select or generate; response forms may range from questions asking students to choose from several multiple choice options to prompts asking students to compose elaborated essays. Indeed, the literature is replete with varied terms and definitions
distinguishing the types of questions or tasks that may be assigned to students. Questions have been dialectically referred to as general or specific (Rouet et al., 2001), high-level or low-level (Rouet et al., 2001), inference based/global or text-based/explicit (Vidal-Abarca & Sanjose, 1998). See Table 1 for a partial listing of terms that have been used in the literature to describe the questions motivating students’ source use and their definitions.

Tasks have been differentiated based on whether they ask students to locate a specific piece of information in text (e.g., specific, Rouet et al., 2001; text-based/explicit, Vidal-Abarca et al., 1996) or to consider multiple pieces of information across texts (e.g., general, Rouet et al., 2001; inference based/global, Vidal-Abarca & Sanjose, 1998; feature match, Guthrie, 1988). Tasks have also been distinguished by the level of processing they elicit from students, with low-level (Cerdán et al., 2009) or text explicit (Wixson, 1983) questions thought to require learners to engage only in low-level or superficial processing (e.g., finding a specific answer in texts) and high-level (Cerdán et al., 2009) or text implicit/inference questions (Wixson, 1983) requiring students to engage in higher-level processing, such as making inferences or drawing conclusions (e.g., integrating information across multiple texts).

Importantly, questions distinguished in these ways result in differences in students’ text processing. Two studies examining the effects of high-level versus low-level questions on students’ source use (Cerdán et al., 2009; Rouet et al., 2001) found that students confronted with low-level questions quickly scanned several paragraphs, whereas students responding to high-level question paused longer on more paragraphs. Similar findings have been reported elsewhere (e.g., Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Rouet, 2003). Likewise, in studies by Wiley and colleagues (Voss & Wiley, 1997; Wiley & Voss, 1999), students assigned various task goals (i.e. writing a narrative versus argumentative essay) demonstrated differences in text understanding when assigned to write descriptive versus argumentative essays. Those students in the descriptive condition devoted more time to visiting unreliable source pages (Wiley et al., 2009).

In this study, we elected to ask students to respond to two questions, one discrete and one open-ended. The discrete question was designed to require students to identify a specific piece of information explicitly found in text, whereas the open-
### TABLE 1 Types of Questions Considered in MSU Studies and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Question Types and Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cerdán, Vidal-Abarca, Martínez, Gilabert, &amp; Gil, 2009; Rouet, Vidal-Abarca, Erboul, &amp; Millogo, 2001 from Rothkopf &amp; Bisbicos, 1967</td>
<td>High Level: deep comprehension; integration of text and inferences; broader set of concepts; higher-level processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreher &amp; Guthrie, 1990</td>
<td><strong>Simple Questions</strong>: answered in one step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofman &amp; van Oostendorp, 1999</td>
<td><strong>Text-base</strong>: recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouet et al., 2001 Vidal-Abarca, Mengual, Sanjose, &amp; Rouet, 1996</td>
<td><strong>General</strong>: several pieces of text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Inference based/Global</strong>: refer to several pieces of text and ask to draw conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wixson, 1983</td>
<td><strong>Text explicit</strong>: identification questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ended question was designed to require students to reconcile and integrate information across texts to develop a more elaborated response. In effect, these types of questions were chosen because they were both expected to require students to engage in the process of multiple source use but differently. In particular, while the discrete question required the consultation of multiple sources for response verification or corroboration, the open-ended question required multiple source use for students to be able to formulate complete and comprehensive responses that integrated information from across multiple texts.

Source Navigation

A variety of approaches have been adopted to investigate students’ MSU, including think-aloud (e.g., Bråten & Strømsø, 2003; Mason, Boldrin, & Ariasi, 2010) and eye-tracking (e.g., Kammerer & Gerjets, 2012) methodologies. The limitations associated with these methods, including their time consuming nature, often result in samples limited in size (Eveland & Dunwoody, 2000; Vidal-Abarca et al., 2011). As such, work has turned to examining students’ processing of multiple texts using log-data when students engage in MSU within a digital- or web-based interface (e.g., Cerdán et al., 2009). When considering log-based measures of MSU, summary indicators of source access such as the total number of texts selected (Ford & Chen, 2000) and the total and unique number of pages visited (Wallace, Kupperman, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2000) have most frequently been used. For example, Pieschl, Stahl, and Bromme (2008) examined the average time students devoted to using a particular node (i.e. text) and the percentage of nodes students accessed within a hyperlinked system.

The majority of MSU indicators have been behavioral in nature, focusing on what students do when accessing multiple texts (e.g., Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005; Wallace et al., 2000). Limited studies have examined quality indicators of source use, such as what kinds of sources students access and use when completing MSU tasks. One of few studies that addressed quality indicators, Cerdán et al. (2009), examined the percentage of total source use time students spent reading paragraphs classified as relevant. Yet, more research is needed to understand the nature of the sources students select. While studies examining
characteristics of students’ selected sources have extensively considered indicators of source relevance (Rouet, Ros, Goumi, Macedo-Rouet, & Dinet, 2011; Wilkinson & Payne, 2006), there is a need to further analyze students’ source selections along dimensions related to source quality and reliability (Gerjets, Kammerer, & Werner, 2011).

Sources

A variety of source characteristics have been considered to be pertinent to contextualizing and evaluating a particular text, including source type (e.g., textbook), author, publisher, and date of publication (Bråten et al., 2009; Britt, Rouet, & Braasch, 2013). Consideration of source information has been found to be necessary for students’ processing, comprehension, and evaluation of texts both individually and within multiple source use contexts (Bråten et al., 2009; Britt, et al., 2013), allowing students to compare, contrast, and integrate information from various texts (Bråten, Britt, Strømsø, & Rouet, 2011). These document characteristics (e.g., author, source type) have been theorized to convey information, beyond the specific contents of a text, by helping students interpret the information in a source and relate a given source to other texts (Britt et al., 2013; Strømsø et al., 2010). Thus, in evaluating students’ source use, examining not only how many but which sources students select has the potential to be particularly informative in understanding students’ MSU. In the present study, we were interested in examining not only the total number of sources students accessed but also the type and reliability of the sources they selected. As in other work, source characteristics will be considered collectively (Britt et al., 2013), as all of these characteristics, particularly source-type (Bråten et al., 2009), have been found to contribute to determinations of relative source reliability. The reliability of sources was determined based on authors’ credentials as well as whether or not data were presented. These two source characteristics (i.e. authoritativeness and data inclusion) have been established as reflective of overall source reliability in prior research (Mason et al., 2010).

Patterns of Navigation

Studies have typically investigated the use of sources independently, for instance, examining whether specific sources are
selected for use in a particular task (Stahl et al., 1996). Few have addressed students’ source navigation to identify patterns or profiles of source use. Guided by the MD-TRACE model, which posits MSU as a process involving the integrated use of multiple sources, we were interested in developing profiles of students’ MSU, built on source indicators of both quantity (i.e. total number of sources) and quality (i.e. sources accessed). This is consistent with recent efforts in the MSU literature to adopt a more person-centered approach to understanding MSU (Ferguson & Bråten, 2013).

While few studies have approached source use in this way, certain exceptions provided us with a framework to approach our investigation. For instance, in a descriptive study, Wallace et al. (2000) characterized sixth-grade students’ approach to MSU globally, as guided by desires to “find the perfect page” or “get the right number of hits,” referring to students’ desires to identify a large volume of information or to “find the answer” (pp. 84–85). Additionally, Reader and Payne (2007) identified two patterns of access when undergraduate students used multiple texts: sampling and satisficing. When employing a sampling strategy in their MSU, participants visit each of a number of texts, not to learn content but to learn about each of the texts themselves, before choosing a preferred source. When adopting a satisficing approach to MSU, students focused on gaining information about a particular topic, and as long as a particular text provides relevant information, they will continue to use it. While in sampling sources, students demonstrate a concern with identifying the best source along some dimension; in a satisficing approach to source use, students are limited in their source evaluations and are only concerned with a particular source meeting basic standards of utility (Reader & Payne, 2007). This identified differentiation in students’ patterns of MSU further points to the need to consider not only summative measures of source use (e.g., total number of source accessed) but also qualitative characteristics of the sources students elect to access.

The particular orientations toward MSU that students adopt are partially dictated by the characteristics of available texts and the task directions. For example, the quality of texts in a set impacts students’ adoption of a sampling approach to MSU. Likewise, the number of texts in a set that are good enough
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informs the extent to which students’ satisficing needs may be met (Reader & Payne, 2007; Wilkinson, Reader, & Payne, 2012). Further, Reader and Payne (2007) found that students’ source use patterns were differentially instantiated depending on differences in task features, for instance, whether or not students were told that following source use they would be asked to complete performance measures. In the present study, we were interested in considering how students’ patterns of MSU differed when learners were asked to respond to discrete versus open-ended questions.

Present Study

In the current study, we investigated differences in source use when students responded to two questions, one discrete and one open-ended. This study expanded on the prior literature by investigating not only how variations in task affect individual indicators of students’ multiple source use (i.e. total number of sources accessed, first-source accessed) but also whether students exhibit differential patterns of source use when responding to the two questions. Cluster analysis was used to identify patterns in students’ overall source use by classifying students into profiles based on the number and type(s) sources they accessed when responding to the two questions. Consistent with prior literature, sources type and reliability were varied across the texts provided to students in a digital library (Braasch et al., 2009; Bråten et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2010) and the sources students accessed were used in cluster analyses as indicators of text trustworthiness (Bråten et al., 2009) and authoritativeness (Mason et al., 2010). With these goals in mind, we sought to address the following research questions:

1. How does students’ MSU (number of sources used, types of sources accessed) differ when responding to a discrete versus open-ended question?
2. In response to the discrete question, which profiles of source use emerge based on the number of sources used and types of sources accessed by students?
3. In response to the open-ended question, which profiles of source use emerge based on the number of sources used and types of sources accessed by students?
4. How does source-use cluster membership relate to response accuracy, in the case of the discrete question, and response quality, in the case of the open-ended question?

**Methods**

**Participants**

Two-hundred-forty undergraduate students from a large university in the United States participated in the study. Participants were recruited from human development and educational psychology courses over several semesters, and in some cases, instructors awarded extra credit for study participation. The sample had a mean age of 20.85 years (SD = 2.32) and was 82.5% female (N = 198; 17.5% male, N = 42), representative of the gender make-up of the classes from which participants were recruited. The sample consisted of 61.67% of participants identifying as White (N = 148), 15.83% as Asian (N = 38), and 13.33% as Black (N = 32); 4.58% Hispanic/Latino (N = 11) and 4.58% as other. Participants were primarily social science majors (82.08%, N = 197) with a portion of students majoring in the natural sciences (11.25%, N = 27) and the humanities (6.25%, N = 15). One student did not report a major. Students reported an average GPA of 3.17 (SD = 0.48) on a four-point scale, and reported having earned an average of 77.73 credits (SD = 23.77), with 12 credit hours per semester being the requirement for full-time enrollment. Four students did not report GPA and one student did not report the number of completed credit hours.

**Measures**

**SEARCH TASK**

Participants were asked to respond to two academic questions, one discrete and one open-ended, on the topic of fertility rates, using a library of eight digital sources. We expected the topic of the task, fertility rates, to be one of interest and relevance to our sample, composed primarily of social science majors recruited from courses in the department of human development.

The discrete question was, “In the USA, what is the replacement fertility rate?” and the open-ended question was, “What
is the role of government-sponsored childcare in high fertility rates?” These questions were designed to be typical of those assigned in a university course. Questions were counter-balanced, with students randomly assigned to answer either the discrete \( (N = 122) \) or the open-ended \( (N = 118) \) question first. Given that both questions addressed the same topic and utilized the same library sources, in answering the first question, students may have encountered information pertinent to the second question. Therefore, only data from the first question with which students were presented (i.e. discrete or open-ended) were analyzed in order to compare source use across question types. Participants were instructed to answer the questions as if they were doing so for a social science class and to respond to the questions using the library of sources provided. They were instructed that sources were presented in alphabetical order and that no time limit was placed on the task. Participants had to submit their responses to the first question before they were able to proceed to the second.

The study was conducted online. Participants could access the study website via a link and could complete the study at a place and time convenient to them. Students were asked to set aside the required time to complete the study in one sitting and were instructed not to leave the site (i.e. not access any additional webpages) until the study was completed.

**Source Library**

The source library included a list and brief descriptions of eight sources that could be used to answer either question and was designed to resemble a Google search engine results page. A description of each source was included in the library, in addition to source information, including the title and source type (e.g., website, PDF book chapter), the author or publisher (e.g., National Research Council), and date of publication. The URL for each source was also provided to students. All texts were naturally occurring, and the descriptions for each source were determined based on a Google search for that text.

The order of the sources was alphabetical and remained constant for all participants. Participants could access the sources by clicking on the hyperlinked title for each. When viewing any source, there was a button that allowed participants to return to the source library. The question students were responding to and
a textbox into which they could type their answer were located at the top of the screen so that students could see the question and compose their answer while engaged in source use. A sample screenshot of the study interface is included as Appendix A.

The sources consisted of three websites—a conservative blog, a Wikipedia entry, and a report from a policy institute—two PDF book chapters, one article from a magazine, one newspaper article, and one PDF journal article. These texts represented the range of information and sources students may be expected to encounter during the course of researching on the Internet. The Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease and Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level measures were used as readability quotients. On average the eight sources had a Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease score of 35.39 out of 100, with the New York Times article receiving a reading ease score of 39 and lower scores indicating greater text difficulty (Flesch, 1979). Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level ranged from 10.5–12.0, suggesting that sources were appropriate for use with an undergraduate sample (Kincaid, Fishburne, Rogers, & Chissom, 1975).

Sources
The first source, Global Politician, was a conservative website that provided blog and article postings and described itself as an, “independent online international political news” source. Source 2, Beyond Six Billion, was a chapter titled “Reasons for Fertility Decline,” from a book published by the National Research Council through the National Academic Press. The third source was a chapter “What Determines Fertility,” from the book Six Billion Plus: World Population in the 21st Century. A Newsweek magazine article titled, “The End of Motherhood” was the fourth source, and the Wikipedia entry for “Total Fertility Rate” the fifth. The sixth source was a report from the Population Reference Bureau (PRB), titled “Tracking Trends in Low Fertility Countries.” PRB is a non-profit organization that provides policy-relevant data. The seventh source was a journal article from the Japanese Journal of Population, titled, “Very Low Fertility: Consequences, Causes, and Policy Approaches.” The eighth source was a newspaper article from the Washington Post, “With Each French Birth, A Dividend From the State.” Table 2 presents a summary of sources included in the library.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Flesch Reading Ease</th>
<th>Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the Cause of Low Birth Rates</td>
<td>Global Politician</td>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>Low Reliability</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for Fertility Decline</td>
<td>Book: <em>Beyond Six Billion</em>, National Research Council</td>
<td>Book Chapter</td>
<td>High Reliability</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The End of Motherhood Total Fertility Rate</td>
<td><em>Newsweek</em></td>
<td>Magazine Article</td>
<td>Popular Press</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>Online Encyclopedia</td>
<td>High accessibility; moderate reliability</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking Trends in Low Fertility Countries</td>
<td>Population Reference Bureau</td>
<td>Research Report</td>
<td>High accessibility; moderate reliability</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Low Fertility: Consequence, Causes, and Policy Approaches</td>
<td><em>Japanese Journal of Population</em></td>
<td>Journal Article</td>
<td>High Reliability</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Each French Birth, A Dividend From the State</td>
<td><em>Washington Post</em></td>
<td>Newspaper Article</td>
<td>Popular Press</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sources were chosen to: (a) represent a variety of source types, (b) differ in reliability (i.e. based on authors’ credentials and data inclusion), and (c) offer a variety of perspectives and information pertinent to the two questions. Each of the sources was relevant to both of the questions (i.e. included pertinent keywords) and provided an answer to each of the questions; however, these answers were of varied quality. Multiple sources needed to be accessed to corroborate information, in the case of the discrete question, or to compose a comprehensive response, in the case of the open-ended question. The sources provided complimentary, and at times conflicting, information pertinent to the two questions and focused on varied aspects of the issue. For example, while the book chapter, Beyond Six Billion, discussed fertility in terms of changing demographic patterns, the journal article discussed fertility as related to economic development, and the Washington Post newspaper article discussed how government policies impact women’s work-life balance.

Based on the content and style of the source, the Global Politician blog was considered to be the least reliable source in the set in part because it was written in first person and provided no evidence or citations to support authors’ claims. The journal article and the two book chapters were selected to be highly authoritative sources. These sources were written by experts, presented data to support arguments, included citations, and were written using academic language. The Washington Post and Newsweek articles were selected as popular press sources that were more engaging for students to read (e.g., included compelling anecdotal stories) but were non-scientific in nature. Finally, the Wikipedia entry and the report from the Population Reference Bureau were selected as sources of moderate reliability. These sources included data, but the data originally came from external sources. Neither the Wikipedia entry nor the PRB article provided any author listing, and the texts were written in deliberately neutral and objective language. These sources also presented information in highly accessible and clearly formatted ways. Sources selected were piloted with undergraduate students to assure their readability and relevance in responding to target questions.
Navigation data

The sources students accessed and the order of source access (i.e., navigation) were recorded in a database. Time devoted to source use was intended to also be collected, but due to site malfunction, time data were not recorded. A number of derived indices of source use were computed based on access data. First, a variable used high reliability sources was computed to capture whether or not students accessed any of the sources identified as having high reliability (i.e., the journal article and the two book chapters). Next, used popular press sources captured whether students selected the magazine or the newspaper article, and used accessible sources reflected whether or not students used either the Wikipedia article or the report from the PRB.

Many students accessed the Global Politician source, which was presented first in the library and did not appear, from its description, to be low in reliability. Therefore, rather than examining whether or not students selected this source, we were interested in whether or not students accessed this unreliable source and then did not access any additional sources to further substantiate or corroborate the information found in the Global Politician. Used unreliable source captured whether students accessed only the Global Politician with no subsequent verification.

Each of these four derived indices (e.g., used high reliability sources) was dichotomously coded, rather than ordinal. This was done for two reasons. First, while some of the indices could have been ordinal in nature (e.g., students could have accessed up to three sources high in reliability), other indices were based on whether or not students accessed only a single source (e.g., used unreliable source). Second, there was a concern that including ordinal measures of the types of sources accessed would lead to redundancy with the continuous predictor, number of sources accessed, particularly for students who accessed a relatively limited number of texts.

Response Coding

The discrete question was dichotomously coded as correct or incorrect based on a replacement fertility rate value of 2.1 reported in the sources. Responses to the open-ended question were coded along five dimensions: (a) word count (i.e., number of words that
students included in their responses), (b) the number of arguments (i.e. unique claims and warrants), (c) elaborations (i.e. arguments expanded with additional evidence, examples, or explanations), (d) citations (i.e. direct references to sources either through in-text citations or specific mention of the source name or author), and (e) response scores coded using the SOLO taxonomy (Biggs & Collins, 1982). These indices were based on previous coding schemes of students’ open-ended responses to multiple source use tasks (e.g., Gil et al., 2010). It should be noted that students were not explicitly instructed to cite sources, thus the number of citations included in open-ended responses represents spontaneous sourcing, which has been identified as an important indicator of quality of multiple source use and text integration (Strømsø, Bråten, Britt, & Ferguson, 2013).

The SOLO taxonomy (Biggs & Collins, 1982) is a coding scheme that ranks students’ written responses according to the number of pieces of relevant information they included, as well as whether the information is integrated and reasonable conclusions are drawn. The scale ranges from 0 to 4, including half-points, with 4 as the highest score. A score of 1 on the SOLO taxonomy corresponds to students providing a single relevant piece of information, and a score of 2 corresponds to students providing multiple pieces of relevant information. A score of 3 corresponds to responses that include multiple pieces of relevant information that are also integrated and internally consistent, and a 4 is reserved for students’ responses that include multiple pieces of linked and integrated information, from which reasonable conclusions or generalizations are drawn. Half points were assigned if students were aiming for a certain level of response quality but did not achieve this desired level. For example, if students were trying to provide multiple pieces of relevant information but did not clearly articulate this information, a score of 1.5 would be assigned. The complete scoring rubric is included as Appendix B.

The first and second author coded 20% of the SOLO responses, with an exact agreement of 70%. The mean discrepancy was 0.30, with a standard deviation of 0.42, indicating that the discrepancies were less than a half-point apart on average. Any disagreements were resolved by discussion, and the first author then coded the remainder of the answers to the open-ended question. Together, these scoring dimensions capture attributes related to
both quantitative and qualitative aspects of students’ open-ended responses and considered both the quality of the information that students included in their responses and the composition of the responses themselves.

Analysis

In addition to examining differences in students’ source use in response to discrete versus open-ended questions using traditional inferential statistical methods, a more exploratory technique, cluster analysis, was used to uncover profiles of students’ process of multiple source use. Cluster analysis is a procedure that is used to find groupings (i.e., clusters) of elements (e.g., students) in multivariate data sets with the purpose of classifying elements into groups such that there is homogeneity within groups and heterogeneity between groups (Milligan & Hirtle, 2013). Unlike classification techniques (e.g., discriminant function analysis) that seek to predict known category membership, cluster analysis is a technique to identify previously unknown groupings or categories in the data (Rokach & Maimon, 2005). As such, cluster analysis was considered to be an appropriate exploratory technique for this initial investigation of students’ MSU in response to discrete versus open-ended questions.

A hierarchical clustering method, two-step cluster analysis, was selected because it offered a number of key advantages. First, it automatically determined a number of clusters to be retained, without the need for researcher specification, as is needed for other clustering methods (e.g., \( k \) means cluster analysis). Second, it is a method adept at creating clusters based on a combination of discrete and continuous variables (Bacher, Wenzig, & Volger, 2004; Norušis, 2005). In addition to the continuous clustering variable, total number of source used, four dichotomous clustering variables were included in analyses (e.g., used high reliability sources, coded as 0 or 1). A final advantage to adopting a two-step algorithm is that data are provided about the relative importance of each clustering variable in determining cluster membership to ensure that extraneous variables are not entered into the cluster analysis (Mooi & Sarstedt, 2011).

Because cluster analysis is an exploratory technique, it is important to consider the theoretical and practical validity of
identified clusters through external and internal cluster validation (Milligan, 1996). To validate clusters internally, it is recommended to consider indices of similarity and dissimilarity between the clusters and to determine whether created clusters significantly differ from one another along each of the key clustering variables (Milligan, 1996). In the present study, internal validation was conducted by (a) considering the silhouette measure of cluster similarity and dissimilarity and by (b) determining whether clusters significantly differed from one another along target clustering variables (e.g., number of sources used).

For external validation, clustering may be replicated on a secondary data set and clusters may be examined to determine whether they significantly differ from one another with respect to exogenous variables not used in the original clustering. While it is typically recommended to validate clusters on either two data sets or a single partitioned dataset (Pastor, 2010), this was not done in the present study; rather, clustering was verified across question type. It was thought that creating additional holdout datasets would be overly taxing on sample size, as our sample was already partitioned across the two questions, limiting sample size for initial clustering. Sample size was further a concern as students in our sample were restricted in their source use, constraining the variance of the clustering variables, and therefore necessitating as large a sample as possible to successfully identify clusters. Instead, we examined the consistency of source use clusters emerging for students responding to the discrete versus the open-ended question to be a viable replication and validation method. Comparing clustering across the two question types allowed us to examine cluster consistency across different task conditions, an acceptable form of validation (Pastor, 2010). In other words, our research questions regarding the consistency of clustering across the two questions also served a validating purpose. Further, clusters were externally validated by examining the extent to which identified clusters differed in their performance when responding to the two questions. For the discrete question, we examined the extent to which clusters differed in their rates of response accuracy; for the open-ended question, we considered the extent to which clusters differed in the quality of responses produced. In addition to these statistical determinations of cluster validity, clusters were theoretically validated.
TABLE 3 Descriptive Statistics of Sources Accessed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Description</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Discrete</th>
<th>Open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreliable Source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Politician (Blog)</td>
<td>46.67</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>48.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Six Billion (Book)*</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Billion Plus (Book)</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>21.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Low Fertility (Journal)</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Press Articles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of Motherhood (Magazine article)</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Each French Birth (Newspaper article)</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessible Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fertility Rate* (Wikipedia)</td>
<td>37.92</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>55.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fertility Rate Trends (Report)</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * indicates significant different across question conditions at $\alpha < 0.05$.

Results and Discussion

Overview of Multiple Source Use

Across the two questions, students used an average of 1.79 sources ($SD = 1.55$), ranging from zero to eight sources. Of the eight sources included in the library, the most popular source was the blog, the Global Politician, accessed at least once by 46.67% of all participants ($N = 112$). See Table 3 for a breakdown of students’ source access across question types.

In the case of the discrete question, 74.59% of students answered the question correctly ($N = 91$). For the open-ended question, students’ responses were an average of 53.92 words in length ($SD = 49.71$), ranging from 4 to 368 words. Students included an
average of 1.90 arguments in their responses ($SD = 1.53$), ranging from 0 to 9 arguments. On average, 0.68 of these arguments were elaborated ($SD = 0.90$), ranging from 0 to 4 elaborations. On the SOLO taxonomy, students earned an average score of 1.76 ($SD = 1.00$), indicating that students were attempting to provide multiple pieces of relevant information in their responses but were not doing so effectively. Finally, students’ responses included an average of 0.20 ($SD = 0.80$) citations, ranging from zero to seven sources cited.

Source Use Across Question Type

An independent sample $t$-test with adjusted degrees of freedom to compensate for violations of the homogeneity of variance assumption was conducted to examine whether students responding to the discrete versus open-ended question differed in the total number of sources they used. Students used significantly more sources in responding to the discrete ($M = 2.08$, $SD = 1.73$) compared to the open-ended question ($M = 1.49$, $SD = 1.28$), $t(222.97) = 3.02$, $p < 0.01$. Cohen’s $d = 0.39$, corresponding to a medium effect size.

A series of chi-squared analyses were conducted to determine whether there were differences in the percentage of students who used (a) reliable sources, (b) popular press sources, (c) accessible sources, or (d) unreliable sources with no subsequent verification, when responding to discrete versus open-ended questions. Significantly more students selected reliable sources when responding to the discrete question (28.69%, $N = 35$) rather than the open-ended question (16.10%, $N = 19$), $\chi^2(1) = 5.45$, $p < 0.05$. Likewise, more students selected accessible sources when responding to the discrete question (55.74%, $N = 68$) than to the open-ended question (19.49%, $N = 23$), $\chi^2(1) = 33.48$, $p < 0.001$. Cramer’s $V$ was used as a measure of effect size. Difference in accessing reliable sources corresponded to a small effect ($V = 0.15$), while differences in selecting accessible sources corresponded to a medium effect ($V = 0.37$). Differences across question type were not identified for accessing popular press sources, $\chi^2(1) = 1.54$, $p = 0.22$, or accessing the unreliable source with no subsequent verification, $\chi^2(1) = 0.35$, $p = 0.55$. 


Cluster analyses were run to characterize students’ source use in response to the discrete question and the open-ended question. Five clustering variables were used. These included one continuous predictor (i.e. total number of sources used), and four binary predictors capturing use of: (a) reliable sources, (b) popular press sources, (c) accessible sources, and (d) an unreliable source with no subsequent verification. Descriptive statistics for each clustering variable are presented in Table 4.

**DISCRETE CLUSTERING**

Based on students’ source use in response to the discrete question, six clusters were identified. Broadly speaking, clusters were distinguished along two dimensions: whether or not students chose sources considered to be reliable and whether or not students had a high level of quantitative engagement in source use (i.e. accessed a comparatively large number of sources).

Cluster 1, the **accessibility** cluster, included 32.78% of students ($N = 40$) who primarily selected sources characterized by their accessibility (100% of students in this cluster accessed such sources). Overall, these students were modest in the number of sources they accessed (cluster center: 1.32 sources). Students in this cluster seemed concerned with efficiently finding an answer and selected sources in which they could most easily find an appropriate response. These sources were sufficient but not very reliable, and these students did not seem to extensively engage in source use or verification. Students in Cluster 2 (16.39%, $N = 20$) were termed **disengaged** source users. In this cluster were students who did not access any of the various types of sources and whose total source use was lowest of all of the clusters (cluster center: 0.80 sources), suggesting that this cluster consisted of students not engaged in source use and in the task. In the remaining five clusters, students seemed to be participating in the source use process, and the identified clusters differentiated the nature of this participation.

Students in the **engaged** source use cluster, Cluster 3 (8.20%, $N = 10$), were those who accessed popular press articles (100% of students accessed such sources) and used a fairly high number of sources (cluster center: 2.70 sources), relative to the sample. Students in this cluster were potentially driven by the engaging
### TABLE 4 Descriptive Statistics for Clustering Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuous Variable</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Discrete</th>
<th>Open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) number of sources used</td>
<td>1.79 (1.55)</td>
<td>2.08 (1.73)</td>
<td>1.49 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of total sources used</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>0–6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Binary Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total N = 240</th>
<th>Discrete N = 122</th>
<th>Open N = 118</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent accessed</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent accessed</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly reliable sources used</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessible sources used</td>
<td>37.92</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>55.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular press sources used</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreliable sources used</td>
<td>15.83</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nature of the popular press articles to also read a high number of sources. Students in Cluster 4 (13.93%, \(N = 17\)) were termed non-critical source users. These were students who accessed the unreliable blog source (100% of students accessed this source) and did not access any additional sources to verify the information found in the Global Politician (cluster center: 1.18). Conversely, Cluster 5 (13.93%, \(N = 17\)) included students who were critical analytic source users. These were students who not only selected highly reliable sources (100% of students accessed such sources) but also used a high number of sources (cluster center: 3.29 sources) to verify their responses.

In the final cluster, Cluster 6 (14.75%, \(N = 18\)), students seemed to be a combination of two previously identified clusters, using both reliable and accessible sources (100% of students accessed both reliable and accessible sources) and accessing the largest number of texts (cluster center 4.56 sources). These students were termed comprehensive source users because they seemed to be driven both by the desire to use highly reliable sources and corroborate information across texts and to find information with ease. Table 5 includes cluster descriptions and the relative importance of each clustering variable in determining students’ cluster membership.

**Discrete Clustering Internal Validation**

The silhouette measure of cohesion and separation (ranging from 0 to 1 with 1 representing the most distinct clusters) was 0.7 for this cluster solution, considered to be good. A series of \(\chi^2\) tests were run to determine whether the identified clusters differed significantly along each of the indicators of source use. Clusters were significantly different in the percentage of their constituent students who accessed reliable sources, \(\chi^2(5) = 122.0, p < 0.001\); popular press sources, \(\chi^2(5) = 69.45, p < 0.001\); accessible sources, \(\chi^2(5) = 97.56, p < 0.001\); and unreliable sources without subsequent verification, \(\chi^2(5) = 98.39, p < 0.001\). Further, an ANOVA determined clusters differed significantly in the total number of sources that students in each cluster accessed, \(F(5, 116) = 31.74, p < 0.001\). However, these results should be interpreted with caution, as clusters were developed to differ along these indicators.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Accessible Source Users</td>
<td>Disengaged Comprehensive Source Users</td>
<td>Non-Critical Source Users</td>
<td>Critical Analytic Source Users</td>
<td>Critical Source Users</td>
<td>Engaged Source Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Accessible sources used; Low number of sources accessed</td>
<td>Very limited source engagement.</td>
<td>Reliable and accessible sources used; high number of sources accessed.</td>
<td>Unreliable source used; Low number of sources accessed</td>
<td>Reliable source used; High number of sources accessed.</td>
<td>Popular press source used; moderate number of texts accessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>32.79% (N = 40)</td>
<td>16.39% (N = 20)</td>
<td>14.75% (N = 18)</td>
<td>13.93% (N = 17)</td>
<td>13.93% (N = 17)</td>
<td>8.20% (N = 10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inputs (Predictor Importance)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Centroid (Percentage Students at Centroid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliable Sources (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Total (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Verification (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Press (0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Clusters ordered by size.*
Based on students' source use in response to the open-ended question, a five-cluster solution was identified. The largest cluster, Cluster 1, (47.5%, N = 56) included participants who were disengaged in source use and in the task. These were students who did not access any of the different types of sources and who accessed the lowest number of sources (cluster center: 0.71 sources). In the remaining clusters, students did engage with sources and the task but differed in the nature of their engagement.

Participants in Cluster 2 were termed non-critical source users (13.56%, N = 16). These were students who used the unreliable source (100% of students accessed this source) without further verification and, in general, used a limited number of sources, suggesting limited corroboration of information (cluster center: 1.44). The smallest cluster, Cluster 3, included 11.86% of students (N = 14). Students in this cluster, termed critical analytic source users, both selected highly reliable sources (100% of students accessed such sources) and used a large number of sources (cluster center: 2.71), indicating verification of information.

Cluster 4 (14.41%, N = 17), engaged source users, included students who primarily accessed popular press articles (100% of students accessed such sources). Perhaps because the sources these students accessed were engaging, participants in this cluster accessed the most sources (cluster center: 2.82 sources). Cluster 5, the accessibility cluster, into which 12.71% of students were classified (N = 15), included participants who selected sources of moderate quality that were defined by their accessible and easy to use (100% of students accessed such sources). These students also used a moderate number of sources (cluster center: 1.80 sources). Table 6 includes cluster descriptions and the relative importance of each clustering variable in determining open-ended cluster membership.

The silhouette measure of cohesion and separation was 0.7 for this five-cluster solution, identified as good. A series of $\chi^2$ tests were run to determine whether the identified clusters differed significantly along each of the binary indicators of source use. Clusters were significantly different in the percentage of their constituent students who accessed reliable sources, $\chi^2(4) = 88.42$,.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Disengaged</td>
<td>Engaged Source Users</td>
<td>Non-Critical Source Users</td>
<td>Accessible Source Users</td>
<td>Critical Analytic Source Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Very limited source engagement</td>
<td>Popular press source used; high number of texts accessed</td>
<td>Unreliable source used; low number of sources accessed</td>
<td>Accessible sources used; moderate number of sources accessed</td>
<td>Reliable source used; high number of sources accessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>47.46% (N = 56)</td>
<td>14.41% (N = 17)</td>
<td>13.56% (N = 16)</td>
<td>12.71% (N = 15)</td>
<td>11.86% (N = 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Centroid (Percentage Students at Centroid)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Press (1.0)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>1.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Verification (0.8)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(94.1%)</td>
<td>1.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable Sources (0.6)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(76.5%)</td>
<td>0.00(93.8%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>1.00(100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility (0.6)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(94.1%)</td>
<td>0.00(56.2%)</td>
<td>1.00(100%)</td>
<td>0.00(100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Total (0.4)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Clusters ordered by size.*
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$p < 0.001$; popular press sources, $\chi^2(4) = 118.0$, $p < 0.00$; accessible sources, $\chi^2(4) = 86.91$, $p < 0.001$; and the unreliable source without subsequent verification, $\chi^2(4) = 110.37$, $p < 0.001$. Further, an ANOVA determined that clusters differed significantly in the total number of sources that students accessed, $F(4, 113) = 23.22$, $p < 0.001$. Again, these results should be interpreted with caution, as clusters were developed to be most different from one another.

EXTERNAL CLUSTER VALIDATION

Clusters solutions for both the discrete and open-ended questions were externally validated. First, we examined the consistency of cluster solutions across two independent samples: those students responding to the discrete question and those responding to the open-ended question. Further validation was established by examining whether clusters categorizing source use in response to the discrete question corresponded to response accuracy, and whether clusters characterizing source use in response to the open-ended question corresponded to measures of response quality.

Although the discrete question resulted in a six-cluster solution and the open-ended question resulted in only a five-cluster solution, there was a great deal of consistency in the clusters that emerged. Specifically, the five source-use clusters identified when students responded to the open-ended question were also those that emerged from a cluster analysis of students’ source use behaviors in response to the discrete question. Indeed, the five identified profiles of source use appeared in two independent samples of students responding to two different types of tasks. In the case of the discrete question, an additional cluster emerged: comprehensive source users. This cluster was not identified in the clustering of students responding to the open-ended question, thus the potential stability of this cluster may require further investigation. However, based on the two independent samples, there is reason for confidence in the five identified clusters that emerged as characterizing students’ multiple source use. Table 7 presents the number of students classified into each cluster by question type.

Finally, clusters were validated by examining whether discrete cluster membership was associated with response accuracy and
TABLE 7 Percent Cluster Membership in Response to Discrete versus Open-Ended Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Users</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
<th>Accessible Source Use</th>
<th>Engaged Source Use</th>
<th>Non-Critical Analytic Source Users</th>
<th>Critical Analytic Source Users</th>
<th>Comprehensive Source Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 20</td>
<td>N = 40</td>
<td>N = 10</td>
<td>N = 17</td>
<td>N = 17</td>
<td>N = 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>16.39%</td>
<td>32.79%</td>
<td>8.20%</td>
<td>13.93%</td>
<td>13.93%</td>
<td>14.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-Ended</td>
<td>47.46%</td>
<td>12.71%</td>
<td>14.41%</td>
<td>13.56%</td>
<td>11.86%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 56</td>
<td>N = 15</td>
<td>N = 17</td>
<td>N = 16</td>
<td>N = 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
whether open-ended cluster membership was associated with response quality. A logistic regression was run to determine whether cluster membership predicted response accuracy in the case of the discrete question, however, the model was not significant; Wald \((1) = 0.48, p = 0.49, \text{Exp}(B) = 1.08, \beta = 0.79 \ (SE = 0.8)\). A one-way ANOVA was used to determine whether established clusters differed in the number of words students included in their open-ended responses, however the ANOVA was not significant, \(F(4, 113) = 1.17, p = 0.33\).

The Kruskal-Wallis test was run to determine whether open-ended cluster membership was associated with any additional measure of response quality: the number of arguments, elaboration, or citations included in students’ open-ended responses or with students’ SOLO scores. The Kruskal-Wallis is a non-parametric test, parallel to the one-way ANOVA, to examine the relation between a categorical independent variable (i.e. cluster membership) and data that are at least ordinal, as were our indicators of source use quality. Due to the generally limited quality of students’ responses, all of the measures of source quality had a restricted range and were treated as non-continuous in nature.

Students in differing clusters varied in the number of arguments they included in their open-ended responses, \(H(4) = 10.77, p < 0.05\). Based on an examination of the descriptive statistics, specifically the mean rank of students in each cluster on the number of arguments they produced, students in the uncritical source use cluster ranked lower (mean rank = 36.06) than the disengaged (mean rank = 60.21), critical analytic (mean rank = 67.39), engaged (mean rank = 67.74), and accessible (mean rank = 65.13) clusters. Students’ cluster membership did not differentiate their SOLO scores, \(H(4) = 5.84, p = 0.21\), or the number of elaborations, \(H(4) = 8.03, p = 0.09\), or citations that students included in their responses, \(H(4) = 3.81\).

To check if these differences were significant, four paired comparisons using the Mann-Whitney U test were run. The Mann-Whitney U is a non-parametric test like the Kruskal-Wallis but is used when the independent variable has only two categories (i.e. to compare two clusters). A significance level was set, according to Bonferroni’s adjustment for multiple comparisons, at \(\alpha = 0.0125\), to maintain a family-wise error rate of \(\alpha = 0.05\). Students in the remaining four clusters differed significantly from those students.
in the *uncritical source use* cluster, Mann-Whitney *U*: 52.00–262.00, *p*: 0.005–0.009.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

The purpose of this study was: (a) to examine whether particular indicators of MSU differed significantly across question type, (b) to consider these indicators jointly and to identify profiles of students’ multiple source, (c) to determine the consistencies of these MSU profiles when students respond to discrete versus open-ended questions, and (d) to identify whether differences in source use cluster membership corresponded to differences in performance.

**Research Goal 1: Multiple Source Use Across Question Type**

The findings associated with the first study goal appear counterintuitive. In responding to the two questions, it was expected that students would access more sources to answer the open-ended question, as this was the question that required a more elaborated response. However, the opposite effect was found. Students used significantly more sources when answering the discrete question than they did when answering the open-ended question. Further, in responding to the discrete question, significantly more students used reliable sources and accessible sources than did students responding to the open-ended question. Students may have used more sources in responding to the discrete question in an attempt to find “the answer,” a source use goal that has been found to be pronounced in prior studies of multiple source use (Wallace et al., 2000). Given that students may have perceived the open-ended question as not having an “answer” or a singular response, learners may have been more easily satisfied by any source providing seemingly relevant information. Reader and Payne (2007) have termed students’ satisfaction with texts meeting a basic threshold of acceptability as reflecting *satisficing* approach to MSU. What appear to be counterintuitive findings, therefore, become understandable when we surmise that students treated the open-ended question as an occasion to forward their opinion, bypass-
Research Goals 2 and 3: Identify Profiles of Multiple Source Use Across Question Types

In meeting Study Goals 2 and 3, we identified the use of clustering as an approach to analyzing students’ multiple source use. Distinct profiles of students’ MSU were determined based not only on quantitative measures of source use but also on qualitative aspects of sources accessed. Based on internal and external validations, the five source-use clusters that emerged were consistent for students responding to both the discrete and open-ended questions. Clusters were formed based on how many sources students used but also the kinds of sources that students accessed. This method revealed students to be sensitive to difference between sources and to be able to differentiate texts along a variety of dimensions, including their reliability, accessibility, and engagingness. While prior work has examined source type as a factor differentiating students’ source evaluations (e.g., Bråten et al., 2011), in the present study, it served to separate students’ source engagement in responding to task demands. In jointly considering a number of source use indicators using cluster analysis, we were able to generate interpretable profiles of students’ MSU and to better understand how students’ source use differed by question type. Although the behavioral clusters were consistent across question type, they differed in the relative percentages of students adopting each approach to source use when responding to the two different questions.

A substantial portion of our sample was classified into the disengaged cluster of MSU. These were students who did not access any particular types of sources and used a low number of sources overall. On its own, the presence of a disengaged cluster suggests that students may have had limited motivation for study participation or task completion. However, the relative number of students classified into this cluster across the two questions varied vastly (see Table 7). In responding to the discrete question, 16.39% of students were classified as disengaged, however, for the open-ended question, 47.46% of students were classified in this way. This discrepancy in cluster membership was thought to reflect the
higher level of difficulty the open-ended question presented for students. When given a task requiring source corroboration and integration to craft a quality response, rather than engaging in the demanding process of MSU, students may have disengaged.

Yet, these profiles may again support the notion that many students conceive of the open-ended question as an “opinion” question. In effect, students’ framing or re-framing of the open-ended question eliciting text integration to one allowing for any self-generated response may explain why so many students in the open-ended task were classified into the disengaged source use profile. Such an outcome may arise because the participants did not grasp the need to substantiate or justify their response with content from one or more sources or because they saw the generation of an unsubstantiated opinion as an expedient way to respond.

This interpretation is further supported by the finding that students accessed more sources and reliable sources when responding to the discrete rather than open-ended question. Given the relative ease of the discrete question, students could engage in the process of MSU when responding without over-complexifying the task. For the open-ended question, the MSU process would have been comparatively much more demanding for students. Rather than engaging with texts, students may have elected to opt-out of source use, to use reliable sources to a lesser extent, and to treat the question as allowing for any response. In terms of the MD-TRACE model (Rouet, 2006), such source use patterns may have been manifestations of differences in task models construction. Such variation in task model construction may have arisen from students’ understanding and reinterpretations of task demands.

For those students who did engage in the source use process, there is evidence both to support source use profiles previously identified in the literature (i.e. sampling, satisficing; Reader & Payne, 2007) and to introduce additional profiles of MSU. The non-critical source users are a concerning profile of students. These are students who, upon finding a source low in reliability, did not seek out additional sources to verify or corroborate the information in the untrustworthy sources. This type of approach to source use is a challenge for researchers and teachers inter-
ested in promoting students’ critical source use and evaluation (Braasch et al., 2013; Britt & Aglinskas, 2002). Students in this cluster seemed to be demonstrating the satisficing strategy described by Reader and Payne (2007). These students elected to simply use the first source they accessed, as it provided relevant, though unreliable, information, rather than expending the effort to identify additional, better sources. In contrast, the critical analytic cluster seemed to include students who engaged in the “best” source use process; however only a limited number of students populated this cluster. These were students who selected highly reliable sources and accessed a number of texts, potentially in order to verify and corroborate information. These source users seem to be demonstrating the sampling strategy identified by Reader and Payne (2007), accessing a number of sources to evaluate them and then selecting sources of high quality. As in the present study, such high-level source users were not frequently identified in prior research (Wilkinson, Reader, & Payne, 2012).

The task-specificity of students’ approaches to source use was demonstrated in the present study to a limited extent. Although similar clusters were produced in response to both the discrete and open-ended questions, responding to the discrete question seemed to encourage students to select accessible sources. The accessibility profile was substantially more populated when students were responding to the discrete question (32.79%), rather than the open-ended question (12.71%). As the accessible sources were characterized as providing clear and easy access to concrete pieces of information, as students needed to do when responding to the discrete question, the accessibility profile may indeed have been most adaptive for this question.

The cluster that uniquely emerged when students responded to the discrete question, comprehensive searchers, was the only profile that seemed to favor a mixed approach to text access. Students in this cluster accessed not only highly reliable sources but accessible sources as well. These were learners who seemed motivated to both use quality sources and to respond to tasks efficiently (e.g., access easy to use sources). Alternatively, given the large number of sources accessed, classification into the comprehensive source use profile may indicate that these students may have been challenged in finding appropriate sources to satisfy task demands. More research is needed to examine differences in MSU
behaviors in response to differing text demands, as the majority of studies examining students’ source navigation have focused on students responding to discrete questions (i.e. those having a single correct answer; Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Cerdán et al., 2009; Reader & Payne, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 2012) rather than more open-ended tasks.

**Research Goal 4: Multiple Source Use Clusters and Task Performance**

With regard to the fourth research goal, to examine the relation between cluster membership and task performance, cluster membership in response to the open-ended question was related to the number of arguments that students included in their responses. However, cluster membership was not significantly related to word count, the number of elaborations or citations included, or students’ SOLO scores. Similarly, for the discrete question, there was no significant relation between cluster membership and whether students responded correctly. The limited relation between cluster membership and students’ task performance may have stemmed from measurement limitations. The majority of students responded to the discrete question correctly, making a logistic regression model that classifies all students into the largest group (i.e. correct response) difficult to improve upon. As evidenced by the large percentage of students responding to the discrete question correctly, locating isolated pieces of information in text may be a fairly habituated task for students. Answering discrete questions based on multiple texts may be automatic to such an extent, or the task may afford such ease, that it may be difficult to identify differential results in product, even when the process of source use is quite dissimilar.

There was a large discrepancy in performance between the easier discrete question, which most students answered correctly, and students’ responses to the open-ended question, which included only a limited number of arguments with minimal elaboration or integration. In the literature, composing integrated responses based on multiple texts has been identified as a challenge for students (e.g., List & Alexander, 2015; Britt & Sommer, 2004). Indeed, for students in the present study, their low level of performance may reflect a motivational issue or may be an issue of students’ feeling challenged by translating the information
in the sources they access into quality responses. Moreover, our measures of MSU quality had limited variance. As a result, the relation between source use cluster membership and indices of response quality may have been attenuated. Nonetheless, membership in the uncritical source use cluster was associated with students providing significantly fewer arguments in their open-ended responses than with students classified into the other clusters. This finding provides some evidence of the relation between source use cluster membership and performance on an academic task. More work is needed to develop tasks that provide greater score variability. Further, there is a need to determine the baseline level of skills needed in order for open-ended questions to not pose an undue challenge for students.

**Implications, Limitations, and Future Directions**

This study offers at least three novel contributions to the literature. First, it employs clustering, a novel statistical method, to make sense of log data of multiple source use. Second, it evidences the presence of variability and discernable patterns in students’ multiple source use. Whereas the MD-TRACE model posits Step 3, Source Processing, unfolding as three steps, the current investigation suggests variation in how these steps are enacted by learners. Third, it provides insights into how task demands are re-interpreted by students to frame their MSU process, particularly in cases where task demands may appear to be demanding.

Yet, many questions about the nature of the emerging clusters persist and point the way toward further investigations. First, there is a question of the stability of source use clusters: Do students engage in MSU in consistent ways across task and domains, or do students elect to engage in varied approaches to source use depending on task demands? The extent to which students are cognizant of their source use profile and purposeful in their source use is a question for further research. Salmerón, Kintsch, and Cañas (2007) have raised similar questions in profiling students’ approaches to source selection. In addition to examining source use clusters in relation to students’ task performance, the relation between learner characteristics, such as prior knowledge and epistemic beliefs, and students’ pattern of source use has yet to be examined. Insights from such investigations may help to
understand the extent to which students’ source use processes changes as students develop and advance within a domain.

There are certain limitations and delimitations associated with this study that further give rise to avenues for future research. First, the present study did not consider the relation among individual characteristics and MSU. As the focus of the present study was to identify patterns of source use across types of questions, individual differences beyond students’ source use were not specifically addressed. As models of MSU indicate that variables such as knowledge and motivation have the potential to play a role in students’ selection and use of sources (Rouet, 2006), future research should consider the extent that these factors influence source use. Moreover, building on the present study, identifying whether profiles can be distinguished by factors such as knowledge and motivation is a fruitful avenue for future research. Further, the inclusion of time data would certainly enrich our understandings of MSU and provide an additional indicator of students’ source use process and engagement in the task. Introducing time spent on sources has the potential to further explicate, and perhaps differentiate, different types of source users.

In the present study, clustering was demonstrated to be an effective mechanism for examining students’ MSU and consistent profiles of students’ source engagement. Although cluster analysis provides interesting and important insights into profiles of students, it has certain limitations as a methodological approach. Cluster analysis is an exploratory technique, and while aligned with the goals present study, future research seeking to confirm the number and type of profiles may turn to other analytic techniques. As cluster analysis is dependent on decisions such as the choice of clustering variables, other clustering variables may be included in future analyses, such as variables related to students’ source re-visits and the sources students first accessed. Further, while a two-step clustering method was selected to support the combination of discrete and continuous indicators, other procedures exist and may provide different results (Milligan, 1996). Given the insights clustering can provide to support a person-centered understanding of MSU, it is important to replicate clusters across other samples and to pursue additional qualitative data, such as interviews, may further clarify students’ process of MSU.
Ultimately, while clustering was demonstrated to be an effective mechanism for examining students’ MSU and consistent profiles of students’ source engagement were identified, a number of questions remain for future research. One question is the extent to which similar clusters manifest when additional task variations are introduced (e.g., varied domain) or when texts are varied along dimensions besides source type and reliability (e.g., reading difficulty). In addition, students’ navigation path, or order of source access, not only the sources that were selected, is an area for further investigation and may provide rich information to aid in further identifying patterns in students’ source use. In terms of further validating clusters, it may be interesting to examine the extent to which these identified source use profiles differ in their source evaluations. Such person-centered analyses may also be examined by considering whether students’ prior knowledge or interest predict or differentiate cluster membership. Given the prominence of MSU in the lives of today’s learners, more work is needed to understand which approaches to source use may be more adaptive for students and how these may be fostered to help learners in today’s digital age.
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Appendix A

Screen Shot of the Search Task and Source Library Interface

Q1: In the USA, what is the replacement fertility rate?

The End of Motherhood?

[FULL-TEXT magazine article: http://www.newsweek.com/id/47915/output/print]

But somehow the United States better mixes child rearing and the job market than do other advanced societies. NEWSWEEK. From the magazine issue dated May 29, 2006

Total fertility rate - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

[Website: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_fertility_rate]

The total fertility rate (TFR, sometimes also called the fertility rate, period total fertility rate (PTFR) or total period fertility rate (TPFR)) of a ...
Appendix B

Scoring Rubric for the Open-Ended Question

How is government supported childcare important as a factor in high fertility rates?

0 = irrelevant or inappropriate information/evidence; or “I don’t know”
1 = provide a single piece of relevant information/evidence
2 = provides multiple pieces of relevant information/evidence, but does not link them together, may come to different conclusions with the same data, may be inconsistent
3 = provides multiple pieces of relevant information/evidence that are linked together, and conclusions are reasonable given the information in the answer; however, additional information may make conclusions questionable
4 = provides multiple pieces of relevant information/evidence that are linked together; conclusions are reasonable given the information in their answer and hold even when additional information is added; may generalize beyond the text

Students were initially classified according to the type of answer they were attempting to provide according to the rubric above. Then if they were unsuccessful in their undertaking, a half point was deducted. For example, if students attempted to provide multiple reasons for how government sponsored child-care might impact high fertility rates, they were initially classified as a 2. However if one of their reasons was incorrect, unclear or not directly related to high fertility rates they were ultimately scored as a 1.5.